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Abstract
Strategies for instance, differentiation or scaffolding as a tool to support literacy in the Art
classroom. This research project concluded the analysis of my student teacher’s practicum
experience in the 2021 – 2022 school year. I spent the year in a multi-grade (9th to 12th)
secondary school Digital Arts classroom. The research details an analysis of these three
questions:
1. How have differentiation, culturally relevant pedagogy, and inclusive education
changed my Art classroom?
2. How can scaffolded instruction be used to develop an inclusive lesson plan?
3. How does literacy adapted to Art pedagogy inform content-specific strategies in
the classroom?
Data was compiled from journal entries, formal observations, formative and summative
assessment, and lesson plans. This paper includes an introduction, philosophy of education,
literature review, research methods and presentation of data, as well as implications and
concluding thoughts. To curate a strong literacy of a subject, one must first define and teach the
expectations of the classroom. Art content specifically is not special, as most literacy strategies
will adapt to support the gradual release of responsibility being taught.

Keywords: art pedagogy, literacy, differentiation, scaffolding, gradual release of
responsibility
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Chapter 1
Philosophy Of Education
The chaos of a classroom is at times wild like a jungle; there is a hierarchy and process of
roles, but also at any moment, everything can go to chaos. Teaching is more than I imagined; I
was in high school when I first considered becoming an Art teacher. However, I rejected the
concept because I grew up learning about and spending time with Serious Artists, and teaching
meant giving up your conceptual freedoms and giving in to societal expectations of house, car,
marriage, and kids. If you cannot make art that sells, well, you settle and become a teacher. This
cynical and incorrect mindset is what caused me to make a several-year-long detour from
teaching. However, after a year teaching English to young students in China, I am finally back
on track and seeing teaching for what it truly is: chaotic, beautiful, laboring, rewarding,
nurturing, guiding, and attempting to be equitable.
Being an artist implores you to celebrate the beauty in diversity. Art and inclusivity are
symbiotic, and within an art classroom, create a welcoming and safe atmosphere for all learners.
Inclusivity is most important to my intention to teach. I intend to create an environment where
students feel safe and that they belong regardless of their socioeconomic status; an environment
where learners can express themselves without fear of rejection. Many students, due to
circumstances out of their control, struggle to complete their education. This may be due to
circumstances like low-efficacy from mentors telling them they are not capable or that they’re
stupid, or from sitting in class on an empty stomach thinking about how they will afford their
next meal or help their parent pay the utilities that month. Students need their basic needs met
and a safe environment before they can open their mind to learn (Maslow, 1943).
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An important element of my teaching philosophy is that every student, no matter their
ethnic background or socioeconomic status, shouldn’t receive less of an education because the
system dismisses them. Minority and impoverished students face more adversity on a daily basis,
and the system should be designed to support them, not continue to challenge them further. The
barriers of their socioeconomic status or ethnic background will determine whether they succeed
or not in some education systems (Ullucci & Howard, 2015). If a student is born in poverty, how
can universities expect them to pay hundreds of dollars to apply to college? This is inequitable to
these students. Some of these students respond to these hardships by lashing out and responding
to the educational environment poorly because they have been conditioned to think that the
adults around them do not care or do not see them unless they act out in a negative way.
However, learners who show signs of needing further help, through disengagement or loud or
aggressive behavior, deserve the same education as a compliant student receives. Those students
who are demanding to be heard are communicating on their terms. School districts should not
tolerate teachers with biases toward these students who are struggling to feel valued in our
system. Educators should provide multicultural training quarterly to all employees of the district.
By supplying this training often to educators, the amount of cultural awareness in the teaching
community will grow and encourage educators to be more accepting of students’ backgrounds.
I believe deeply that every student deserves the same amount of time given to the next.
Too often, school districts will hire teachers who are quick to punish or pass over a difficult
student because the teacher is lazy or ignorant and may have their own agenda. Many
unresponsive students who are unengaged may very well be working on the instructed
assignment. Students who present unengaged might be processing the daily lesson on their own
terms. Comparatively, students who demand to be heard by being outspoken or disruptive will
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continue to crave to be validated. It is important for instructors to make sure they're checking in
on the quiet students just as much as their outspoken students.
Moreover, I believe deeply that there is still a gap within instruction from students who
require behavioral awareness to students struggling with resources and funding. A school in the
less privileged part of town should be receiving the same funding, the same professional
development for staff, and student guidance for school or work after their experience within K12. A school in a 1,000-person town should be receiving undergraduate pamphlets, trade
pamphlets, and information to help students succeed during school and after graduation. A
student in the poorest city in America should be receiving the same content as a student in the
richest public school in America (Ullucci & Howard, 2015; Haymarket Books, 2020).
My intention is for each student to not receive the same test and be reading the exact
same books. They should, instead, have the same opportunities, yet, designed to meet the needs
of the most capable student and additional resources for students requiring support. The design
of the curriculum must be varied to accommodate all learning styles and cultural awareness.
Students should be made aware of resources while in the classroom not just from the counselors.
Supplying career advising to learners in the classroom allows for career exploration through
content specific curriculum. By giving students the opportunity to access this information
without having to reach out, the information is written in plain view and can be seen without
losing agency. If students have their basic needs met, learning becomes easier because they don’t
have to worry about when they will complete their homework after a busy school and workday
or worry about where their next meal is coming from, or they are not in a constant state of alert
or fear from abuse or neglect.
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All learners deserve to know they are capable of more than society expects of them.
Educators should express to the learners that they have high expectations for their future and that
they should challenge themselves. Often, lower income schools will teach students about
minimum wage jobs and very few will entertain the idea of community college (Ullucci &
Howard, 2015). These students are only being given low-income career opportunities compared
to their higher-income peers. A malleable and capable student in any school district anywhere
should be taught about all the opportunities they can have with a two-year degree, a four-year
degree, or a skilled trade school opportunity. All learners are malleable and capable of higher
education. However, learners who are not struggling to meet their basic needs are ready and open
to learning in comparison to students facing adversity. As a future educator, I refuse to stand for
low-income students who are singled out through lack of guidance to future careers; this is
society systemically oppressing them.
Each teacher has the opportunity to create inclusivity through action. Each content area
should build lessons around state’s expectations via standards of practice with the intention of
bettering the learner’s life; to inspire them, not just educate them on a subject. Educators should
teach their class about future opportunities through the content students are learning. Art
educators should be teaching students the need for gallery curators and various other high
demand positions in the art field. For example, teaching students about content specific career or
hobby opportunities that include the use of the tools being taught in the current unit—similar to
Career Technical Education Center courses where students can learn math or science skills while
being taught carpentry, culinary, or similar contents. There is the infamous discussion that
students need to be taught life skills like paying taxes, writing checks, paying rent or utilities,
paying for car insurance, and understanding credit's purpose in society. Students must be
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exposed to this mundane part of life in order to build motivation, efficacy, and self-respect to
seek out a better future for themselves. This is a crucial part of each teacher's responsibility to
their students.
Developing an environment where my students will feel they can grow and communicate,
while developing their own expectations and goals for their future is my aspiration for teaching.
As an Art teacher, I plan to teach students about the world. Focusing on multicultural education
and diversity in my classroom, I will focus on modeling and demonstrating in my teaching to
support and better my learners' lives rather than only teaching them color theories. I will discuss
and teach them about life hardships and how to reach out to support systems when they need
help. An art classroom is the perfect environment to discuss emotions beyond the traditional
happy, sad, excited, and mad. In my classroom, I want to teach my students to understand their
emotions, and the success they can have with additional support in their later life. Encouraging
students to use life counselors to find their passion or finding a way to teach students about the
cost of phone plans and utility bills during a marketing project. Additionally, I will teach my
students about undergraduate programs and how to find aid to access school, as well as skilled
trade opportunities for growth with pay right after high school.
I understand why school districts are pressing for assessment, but I wonder when districts
forgot about the need for content absorption. However, I think students are not getting everything
they need to understand the content. Each learner in K-12 right now has knowledge gaps and
learners are slipping through the cracks within the academic systems. Regardless of student
comprehension, when assessment reports return positively, administrators assume there cannot
be a flaw in the system. However, we are trying to fit the system and basing our assessments and
practices on the numbers for state funding. We, as teachers, are being assessed by our superiors
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or for the purpose of the analogy, our teachers, and therefore are not teaching for content
absorption but rather success rates of each step of assessment throughout an academic year. We
are then being forced to fit the system and gear our lessons to help our students pass. When the
system is too rigid and too focused on state funding, teachers must sacrifice care given to the
lessons to support students. This system lacks creativity. Educators must inspire and build
confidence to engage students. This system also lends itself to the possibility of questionable
practices in lieu of challenging trends. At a certain point this structure is no longer productive
and hurts the education of the learner and the teacher's efficacy to instruct. Therefore, teachers
who participate in Professional Learning Communities have the best chance to find a balance
between district-controlled assessment and freedoms for the teacher to have in their own
classroom.
The discussion of assessment cannot be completed without discussing and evaluating
theories relating to the origin of the practices we still use today. In the text written by Brent
Davis (2009) there is a discussion of teaching as instruction, and how rationalist tendencies are in
some ways considered the basis of assessment. Rationalism’s use of assessment to deduce the
progress of the learner is imperative. Rationalism is the theory that reason is the foundation
rather than experience of knowledge (Davis, 2009). The need to continually examine or assess
what the students are capable of producing is similar, if not the same, as the assessment we
practice today.
I do not believe each of these theories of assessment need to be dealt with or utilized
separately, I think the best course of action for learners is to utilize a broad approach that is
facilitating learning in an organic process and specific to the learner. Each class is different, and
each class poses their own peaks and valleys when it comes to classroom management and
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lesson planning. Each student is different and requires different tools to better understand new
content or be prepared and open to new content. If educators are given a specific and detailed
standard of practice and learning target with specific instructions of how to teach, similar to early
1900s teaching with scripts and required verbal queues, then students that require more tailored
approaches will fail to engage and introduce a large number of other concerns through bad
behavior or distractions to other students (Mondale, 2001).
The chaos of a classroom is at times wild like a jungle; there is a hierarchy and process of
roles, but also at any moment, everything can go to chaos. For example, while teaching in China,
I had one student who went absent. The class was efficient and collected, and I would run
through the planned materials so quickly without the needed tailored scaffolding for her. When
she was present, she required additional support and because of her needs, sometimes an
additional teacher's assistant. She created a random chaotic energy within the classroom through
outbursts and excited energy that spread to the other children. This is where key planning is
meant to step in and take back control of the classroom environment. To avoid moments of
boredom or anxiety that will cause the class to lose momentum and potentially cause outbursts or
off-task conversations during a serious lesson. This is the purpose of scaffolding and classroom
management. With the two working in harmony, a lesson can keep its momentum and keep each
student on task for the allotted time frame. However, if a student needs a more tailored approach
and instead receives generalized care, the student might disengage and begin to pick up other
poor habits they take with them into future years of education.
Instructors cannot teach without being a learner; as a teacher they are learning from their
students every moment of every interaction: students’ ability to comprehend, their ability to
vocalize their understanding, how they need content explained or introduced to encourage
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engagement and absorption. Teaching should be a multifaceted interaction. Teaching is learning
just as much as it is instructing, showing through methodical action and relating information to
previous systems of learning or content. To teach someone to dribble a basketball, the instructor
would not sit in a classroom and talk about the action of dribbling. The educator would give the
students a demonstration, modeling how the action looks, while giving a few key pointers for
success. Then, the educator would give each student a ball and the opportunity to try one step at
a time: standing and dribbling, walking and dribbling, and eventually running and dribbling.
Teaching is breaking down a concept and finding the key points a learner needs to comprehend
the instruction and to gradually release the student, in this case, to the action. Dribbling may pay
the bills for a small few, but the main takeaway is the hand-eye coordination that helps each
student in every part of life. Teaching is assessing what the student needs or knows, again and
again to prepare lessons based on the students that are present in the classroom.
One lesson cannot be used for two classes of the same level or content skill because each
class has a different set of needs. While working abroad in China as an English teacher, I found
that one class of the exact same level could do one lesson with little to no guidance; they were
intuitive and self-guided, and the self-efficacy was high enough they could deconstruct the
content and work freely on their own. Meanwhile, the same level class with ten different students
needed a more tailored or scaffolded approach; they needed guidance rather than being able to
take the content and run with it. They needed structure and tactics to keep the momentum
moving. This class also had one student that refused to speak because it gave her the opportunity
to receive the extra attention she craved. As much as I wanted to focus on her and give her the
extra time, after doing so for a few class periods and seeing how well she was doing with her
assessments, I realized she understood the content and was not speaking because I was focusing
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more on her when she did so. We would fail to get past certain stages in the lesson if the
scaffolding was not there, which it was not in the first two lessons. While getting to know a new
class and developing an understanding of what they need, instructors must understand the whole
picture. Just like a teacher, students do not live in the classroom; they have a mountain of
experiences they face each day. As a learner, they spend only part of their day in the classroom,
so it is important to understand what they are facing in their everyday life while trying to come
up with solutions for behavior, similar to the female student I had in China. Learners can and
will engage if given the opportunity to self-direct and to self-govern their daily activities.
Although some age groups and some students need rigid structuring, it is not for every student.
Some students require the ability to have fluid or organic lessons to be motivated and engaged.
Learning is, for lack of a better term, symbiotic with teaching. Teaching requires the
teacher to be a student, and learning often happens best when teaching. Instructing is
synonymous with teaching; the learner needs instruction to grasp a new topic, and the teacher
utilizes instruction as a means to deliver the information. My passion for teaching is centered
around the concept that if I can influence one student's life and they take that positive interaction
and pass it on to another person, peer or future learner, then I have made an impact and found
purpose in instructing.
While teaching in China, I had the opportunity to work with many different students from
three- to fourteen-year-olds, which meant learning how to support different needs in the
classroom. Some of the many students I had showed personal and academic success through the
year I spent with my school in Shenzhen, China. Two students I felt like I helped more than the
others. One student had difficulty speaking out of fear of embarrassment. The other students
would bully her when she wouldn’t speak when they were with their local teacher. Through
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many classes of teaching the other students what they were doing was wrong, we developed a
rapport and the other students learned to support their classmate. Instead of bullying the student,
they encouraged her. She eventually started to speak in a whisper and then more confidently by
the end of the next quarter. When she completed the program, she was one of the strongest and
more confident students in the class of ten. In some cases, she would even be the student to help
model examples for other students. The other student I felt I impacted was a student who would
refuse to come to class; they would kick and scream and hated the school. When the new quarter
started, a local teacher and I inherited the student. Within a few class periods, the student was
coming early to work on homework and to say hello to me and the local teacher. Through
developing a trust and dialogue we made the student feel welcome and heard, like the student
was not experiencing in the previous quarter. I am so thankful for the opportunity to learn from
these students and this school in China.
Classroom environment is key to a conducive learning process. A comfortable space is
necessary for all lessons. Classroom environment is a sensitive topic because it is more than just
how respectful the student is to the teacher; the students need to show respect to their peers and
be shown respect by their instructors and administration teams. The teacher's job is to lead by
example, show the learners how to respect each other and still have fun with encouraging
interactions. What makes the classroom environment sensitive is encouraging an environment
where diversity is rewarded, encouraged, and honored. The classroom environment needs to be
more than planning work times with coffee shop music and soft work time voices.
The classroom environment needs to be aware of current socio-economic issues and
current political issues to create a safe space for students to have discussions about such topics
without interference from a teacher. Creating an environment that allows students to express
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concerns of the current news or creating lesson units where students are being made aware of the
hardship faced by other members of their community is important. The teacher becomes more of
a mediator and keeps the conversation healthy while also making sure students are not shaming
or using language that is inappropriate for school or oppressive of a minority group. I want to
encourage students to think about current events, maybe Black Lives Matter or local wildfires,
and how they affect them as students or as a community, while providing a safe space to ask
questions or discuss complex topics. I hope to have a classroom where everyone feels welcomed
and accepted and open to expression. Especially as an Art teacher, my classroom should be a
space where students can open up their minds to any idea without fear of rejection or
embarrassment. Students have very few spaces for this in their life, and many teachers do not
teach productive and positive outlets for their feelings and thoughts during these ages.
Kindergarten to twelfth grades are some of the hardest years, with hormones pumping
through students, and the scrutiny of social life developing before them. Students need outlets
besides sports to express themselves. This is why all content areas are important. Art is very
helpful in letting out or breaking down emotions, memories, or current stress to understand one’s
self better. It may not happen obviously, but it happens through the process of various art
activities. Art teaches students to let go and worry more about the process, not the outcome. Art,
Physical Education, Theater, etc. are often seen as less than, but without these content areas, so
many other contents would struggle to keep students engaged or to develop the confidence
needed for speeches or the coordination needed for certain tasks in Science Technology
Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) courses.
I hope to reach one student a day, in one way or another, through Art. I hope to
encourage their growth as a person and in them finding an outlet for their stress, good and bad.
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My future students will feel curious to explore a new medium and willingness to express
themselves without concern of the grade they will receive. They will go above and beyond
because they care. My goal as a current graduate student is to develop skills and plans for my
students to be able to grasp these options. I hope to cultivate freedom in expression, support,
equity, agency, and motivate every student with careful planning and listening to what they need
for effective instruction. I hope to always continue my learning through my students. With
intentional professional development and documented feedback and assessment, I can
continually grow and become a better educator and leader for my students. Organizing chaos is
what makes teaching so rewarding. Making a concept click for students is rewarding, but
creating a safe and inclusive environment where students can thrive and learn equitably is my
ultimate goal.
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Chapter 2
My intention for this literature review is to discover how teachers and researchers have
broken down effective teaching and teacher growth within their discipline. My research included
differentiation and inclusion with the intention of being able to create a safe and healthy
environment for my students. Additional research was done on strategic teaching and scaffolding
to develop an efficient and informed lesson plan to break down literacy in an Art classroom.
With the current status of the pandemic, I researched the effect of online engagement in Art
classrooms to prepare myself for the potential of another lockdown or quarantine. Moreover,
research has informed the final discussion on Art literacy and the ability to connect concepts and
vocabulary through literary development.
This literature review confronts my level of understanding of these concepts as prior
knowledge to set goals and develop into my own style of teaching. I prioritized research that
broke down effective strategies for each concept and how productive they are in the classroom.
Utilizing think-pair-share, graphic organizers, classroom management strategies, and more to
break down effective teaching in an Art classroom. The use of these strategies in the classroom is
integral to building my own knowledge for this program. Research was conducted using specific
criteria and working within the prompted themes, emphasizing the concepts and connections
within my content area for relevance.
Procedures for the Literature Review
The literature was found through Western Oregon University’s Hamersly Library website
database, based on specific criteria. Research about differentiation was used if it contained the
following key terms: differentiation, inclusion, multicultural education, Culturally Relevant
Pedagogy and assessment-informed. These search terms produced dozens of relevant articles.
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However, I focused on thirty-six content rich articles to review. In order to narrow my findings
and make them more specific to this research project, I then focused my review efforts on
articles that discussed Art content focused classrooms or similar. Finally, I searched for articles
or journals that covered sub-themes that were prevalent in the major articles in my literature
review. These sub-themes include the following: 1) Inclusion, 2) Assessment, and 3) Social
Emotional Learning. For these sub-sections, I initially searched the EBSCO database for articles
that met the keyword criteria listed above, along with conducting a search for books in the
database of the Hamersly Library at Western Oregon University. After collecting my findings, I
combed through their reference lists of sources to find additional related articles and texts.
In order to integrate the literature review, I developed an outline of the concept overlaps
for the focus terms: differentiation, inclusion, multicultural education, strategic planning,
scaffolding, assessment, social emotional learning, and literacy. I reviewed each article to
determine how well it fit within the multifaceted thematic categories, and then, through a process
of reading and rereading for salient features of each study, I determined the subheadings in the
literature review. My intent was to start with a broad treatment of each theme and then to
systematically reduce broad understandings of effective teaching to specific understanding of
how these themes are present in research about each theme within the content area.
Effective Teaching
Literacies in any content exist as a form of understanding or processing competencies.
Specifically, Art literacy can be utilized for understanding of the world and other contents. Using
the Art classroom to inform learners of tools and the specific processes of thinking. Within an
English classroom, instructors teach tools and strategies similar to note-taking-strategies. For
example, Landon-Hays et al. (2014) discuss the use of the Inquiry, Model, Shared Activity,
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Collaboration, and Independent work (IMSCI) strategy for teaching writing models, however,
the strategy can be utilized in any content area to model critical thinking or teach content or
classroom literacy. Educators can utilize this same modeling strategy within an art content
curriculum to model to students in the same form consistently. By utilizing this tool consistently
as a form of modeling, learners will begin to expect and anticipate each step, therefore,
developing a classroom style literacy. This happens through consistency in the classroom and
repetition to support instruction. Moreover, learners will also develop a better understanding of
the vocabulary being introduced and the project on the docket. Art literacy can teach a
comfortable and inclusive environment through strategies like IMSCI while teaching the literacy
of the vocabulary context, reducing extra time between students learning how to complete the
project and comparatively focusing on teaching how to integrate conceptual connections or ease
of processing, otherwise described as literacy.
Literacy in Art classrooms determined on the age group of a student will determine the
support of an Art classroom to teach social and behavioral skills as well as dexterity (Ormrod,
2020). Specifically, Ormrod (2020) discusses Vygotsky’s theory of how children develop rather
than what they’re capable of at a specific stage or age. Due to his short life span, the stages
Vygotsky established were very general and more of concepts not specifics, which meant the
concepts were heavily criticized for their validity. Though the theory was vague, Vygotsky’s
view did recognize culture as an important factor within processing of information. Various
cultures did not support the development of critical formal operational skills due to the language
or culture not requiring their use (Ormrod, 2020).
Review of Research Studies
This research study combined strands of complementary research literature, centered on
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three sub-themes. First, I digested differentiation, culturally relevant pedagogy, and inclusive
education. Second, I considered research on scaffolded instruction and its use for developing an
inclusive lesson plan for students who require accommodation. Finally, I looked at research on
effective strategies for teaching literacy that can be adapted to Art pedagogy to help inform
content-specific strategies in the classroom.
Differentiation And Culturally Responsive Pedagogy
Differentiation is the way teachers treat their students, design their curriculum, establish
class rules and expectations, and talk about academia (Tomlinson, 2017). Tomlinson (2017)
confers that a differentiated classroom allows learners to acquire content along a different path,
similar to making sense of ideas, and processing or developing classroom plans for efficient and
effective learning. An inclusive classroom is executed through effective teaching utilizing
differentiation. Differentiation is the way teachers treat their students, design their curriculum,
establish class rules and expectations, and talk about academia (Tomlinson, 2017). Inclusive
teaching is essential to differentiation; without giving every student in the classroom the same
chance for success by adding accommodations to those less fortunate or underprivileged, the
students are truly receiving the same “fighting chance” in the academic sense. Students who
speak another language, for instance English Language Learners and Multicultural Students,
require additional support for them to receive inclusive and equitable education. Focusing on
developing lesson activities around inclusivity for special education students, multicultural
education students, and socioeconomic affected students can impact a student’s motivation in the
classroom and encourage a sense of self and belonging in the classroom (Tomlinson, 2017). If a
teacher expands their lesson planning to include planned accommodation(s) for each student that
may be facing a battle to participate let alone attend school. Accommodations similar to larger
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font, supplying materials, or discussions in place of tests can help support students that may not
have Individualized Education Plans in place but could still benefit from tailored support. The
accommodation(s) almost always will benefit the learning of the other students present in the
classroom as well (Tomlinson, 2017).
To ensure all students' success in reaching their full potential, teachers must adapt their
lessons and instruction to students' varying needs (Tomlinson & Moon, 2013). In order to do
this, teachers need to actively plan with formative assessment, as well as planning with a focus
on differentiation. To have a true differentiated classroom, the teacher needs to follow the
general principles of differentiation according to Tomlinson and Moon (2013). The general
principles are the following: quality curriculum, assessment that informs learning, an
environment that encourages and supports learning, instruction that responds to student variance,
and leading students and managing routines. Without these principles as a guide, the classroom
environment can become unsafe, or the materials become dry for the students. Differentiation
requires a strong connection and focus on practicing culturally relevant pedagogy, especially
now more than ever.
Amidst the global pandemic, educators were forced to view the current system head on.
For instance, educators could no longer avoid adapting to modern technology. Many students
now are more evolved or capable of so much more than students from decades past. During the
pandemic, students had the opportunity to showcase their resilience and ability to learn new
skills and to survive. As Ladson-Billings (2021) mentions, our students are being taught as if
they are from the 19th century, when they have been raised surrounded by so much technology
that the mindless worksheets and disregard for prior knowledge makes their education less
valuable. Instructors should recognize that they are 21st century students, and the culture they
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were raised in deserves credit for their ability and need for culturally responsive pedagogy.
Culturally Relevant Pedagogy (CRP) was adopted by Ladson-Billings circa 1988 to give fuel to
those researching the importance of differentiation in instruction that can be applied to LadsonBillings’ (2021) CRP theory. Many of the practices and strategies during this time could be
applied to Culturally Relevant Pedagogy theory, but often without giving educators a solid and
tailored example of how to produce this concept into their own teaching, educators will not have
the tools to complete this endeavor. Furthermore Ladson-Billings (2021) suggests that the
challenge is to identify teaching practices that continue to apply CRP theory. Therefore, teaching
practices that prioritize cultivating student learning, developing cultural comprehension, and
encourage critical intention is Culturally Relevant Pedagogy at its core (Ladson-Billings, 2021).
Often educators may understand the various strategies they can utilize for their instruction while
building a differentiated lesson, but the instructor can lose sight of producing strategies that are
effective within engaging students in a new culture.
There is a need for culturally relevant instruction topics and assignments for education as
student engagement alone is valid and important, but if the instructors stop with just giving
readings on the relevant, responsive, and sustaining pedagogies without applying the same topic
within their teaching, then the process becomes unhelpful or useless. A new teacher learning in
this fashion will not have the opportunity to see these theories in action, rather just be given the
opportunity to read and digest the theory’s suggestions. This means new educators are beginning
their teaching careers without the opportunity to utilize CRP instructional theory in their
instruction. The global pandemic, COVID-19, only helped shed more light on the importance of
CRP. For instance, we have seen how rarely new teachers are given the opportunity to practice or
witness the success of a differentiated content pedagogy with more culturally relevant topics and
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instruction. For example, many instructors were forced to communicate only through the use of
technology they never thought of bringing into their instruction. During the COVID-19
pandemic, educators who ignored the response to CRP and ignored the use of technology,
specifically in their instruction, were now in a very difficult situation of quickly learning the
technology required to continue teaching while experiencing the pandemic themselves.
This develops year after year with new teachers coming into districts that are facing
extreme staffing shortages and not being ready to teach students in an impactful or healthy way.
As Ladson-Billings (2021) reminds us, there are strong and smart teachers willing to go against
the grain and think their students are more than capable. Teachers are willing to go above and
beyond for their students' success. Even with a year of chaos and persevering, educators came
out with more perspective and strength. Educators adapted and learned new technology at an
alarming rate. Prospective teachers were allowed into their students' lives through their ability to
see into their homes via Zoom, hopefully, influencing educators into supporting these students
where needed. Without the pandemic, teachers would not recognize how capable they
themselves are at adapting and supporting their students.
Differentiation in the classroom does not stop with Culturally Relevant Pedagogy; the
need for focusing on multicultural education, specifically, to teaching culture outside of the
teacher’s own background, develops a more inclusive relationship with varied students as well as
a more well-rounded classroom that supports all students. Delpit (1988) discussed the differences
in culture from race within the classroom and broke down the concepts into five relevant and
demanding issues:
My charge here is not to determine the best in-structional methodology; I believe that the
actual practice of good teachers of all colors typically incorporates a range of pedagogical
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orientations. Rather, I suggest that the differing perspectives on the debate over skills
versus process approaches can lead to an understanding of the alienation and
miscommunication, and thereby to an understanding of the “silenced dialogue.” (Delpit,
1988, p. 282)
Delpit (1988) is suggesting that the best instructional methods are ones where the instructor uses
multiple pedagogies or differentiates the instruction to be more engaging or relevant to the
students’ interests.
A teacher that focuses solely on one subject cannot be as effective as a teacher who
practices expanding their knowledge into other pedagogies and professional developments.
Delpit (1988) encouraged the use of other areas of focus to enrich the curriculum for student
engagement and as an effective strategy. The need for multicultural education celebrating and
learning from students, while utilizing differentiation through culturally relevant pedagogy,
encourages a healthier environment that promotes learning and community support; one similar
to what Tomlinson and Moon (2013) broke down into specific principles. Multicultural
education and culturally relevant pedagogy both require instructors to be open to learning from
the students to differentiate the instruction based on individual needs. As Delpit (1988) broke
down the nuances of living in a new environment and the jarring culture shock one feels trying to
complete common tasks, this same feeling happens for students who are exchange students or
recent immigrants. Students who experience different socioeconomic backgrounds or privileges
from race or status may also experience this feeling. Yet, this feeling can be mitigated for
students: “when some kind soul has directly informed me about such matters as appropriate
dress, interactional styles, embedded meanings, and taboo words or actions” (Flowers, 1994, p.
215). This action of informing students can happen in a classroom as well through mentor peer
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students or differentiated instruction that helps welcome the culture of the student. Often, the
academic language is dated in the case of culturally relevant pedagogy, but with multicultural
education, the student may not be able to understand what an instructional strategy is because
their previous school did not utilize the tool for cost concerns.
Taking into consideration economic hardship, learning disabilities, and various other
obstacles our students face on a daily basis is the intention of differentiation and why so many
learning strategies support this endeavor. Students that require accommodations and need the
instructor to facilitate activities or strategies for engagement and enrichment is the basis of this
practice. Students need safe, tailored learning environments and culturally relevant content to
feel validated and heard in the classroom. To successfully create this environment, teachers need
to be mindful of nicknames and pronouns and should be patient and give extra time to their
learners. Differentiation should also be recognized in the instructor's response to behavior. As
Ormrod (2020) discussed, instructors can differentiate how they develop their lesson and how
they prepare for each student's needs. However, Ormrod (2020) also documented the concept of
differentiation within scheduling responses to behavior. An instructor can practice a differential
schedule like differentiated rate of low responding or DRL determination on the rate a learner
responds and the interval of time from the initial response.
Ormrod (2020) gives a DRL example of an engine being started within a traditional car
motor starter. If the key continues to attempt to start the engine, the fuel pump will continue to
fill and flood the engine if there is not enough power to ignite or start the engine. This makes it
difficult to start without giving ample time to reset the starting sequence. Within these models,
the intention is to create independence through instruction to develop an environment where
learners are directed without large dependence on the instructor. In the example of a car engine
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being unable to start, the fuel pump is giving the fuel to the motor, or the instructor is giving the
learner instruction and the motor becomes flooded like a teacher is becoming flooded with
questions and the need for direction is due to over-dependence. The engine doesn’t start, then
stalls. A classroom example is when the teacher gives direct instruction without proper selfguided instruction, like utilizing exit instructions via handout or on the target objective board,
and the lesson stalls. The teacher may be unable to continue because the students are confused or
need validation or motivational cues. In this case, the learners were insecure about the
instructions and how to proceed, stalling the lesson. This is why adequate sequencing in
conjunction with differentiated instruction is necessary.
Differentiation must be practiced in every area of instruction utilizing various evidencebased practices and methods for engaging learners and developing a strategy for building
motivation and comprehension within the content. Through differentiation, learners receive a
tailored unit that supports their comprehension and/or literacy within the standard. Furthermore,
without the use of scaffolding and differentiation working hand-in-hand, the lesson can fall flat
without connecting the thinking and explaining the relevance for students to develop literacy
within the concept.
Strategies and Scaffolding
Educators need to support their learners' success through differentiation as discussed
previously and, most importantly, through scaffolding. Scaffolding is breaking into or breaking
down content into smaller, easily digestible sections (Ormrod, 2020). However, scaffolding is
not a catch all, the purpose is to support students' thinking and motivation within the lesson or
unit. Respectively, if there is a disproportionate or hindering amount of scaffolding, this can be
detrimental to the learning environment and how the learner processes and stores the new
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information. As Ormrod (2020) reminds educators, this can needlessly cause a burden on
working memory. Depending on the age and grade level, the learner requires different strategies
to support their learning; within a larger classroom size of 40, this increases the possibility of
overstimulating the students via too much scaffolding. Finding the right balance of what students
need for differentiated and scaffolded instruction to avoid classroom management mishaps is
essential to effective teaching.
Student self-assessment is a strategy for student agency as well as to promote student
guided goal-setting responding to student self-assessment. Fluckiger (2010) digested the use of a
single point rubric strategy, describing this strategy as an ethical tool used in formative
assessment. Fluckiger (2010) supports the concept of engaging learners as partners in their own
achievement paths. Furthermore, Fluckiger (2010) implores educators to give time and effort to
developing a process for students to digest their feedback and return to their work for further
development. Too often, educators are easily defeated in creating an action plan to guide students
from feedback to the final product. Similarly, learners are often ready to quit on a project
because they are only concerned with the finish line, not the quality of the assignment they
create. Learners have grown up in a heavily assessed academic environment where they have
been conditioned to be concerned about task completion and scores rather than comprehension of
materials. However, Fluckiger (2010) distinguishes that by involving self-assessment, providing
clear expectations, examples of finished projects, and assignment criteria and introducing rubrics
to students at the start of a new project, students are more likely to put effort and attention to
detail in their assigned projects. Furthermore, feedback as an expectation from the teacher of
record guides the students further than any number or letter grade ever will. Students need more
than a “Good Job” or “Nice Work” to understand what they did correctly.
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Through specific and intentional feedback, the course will ultimately guide students into
critiquing their own work before submitting their work for feedback. Often, in a classroom,
teachers will find a student who wishes to have their work checked frequently, needing
validation that they are headed in the right direction. This is the target student; this student needs
to be taught the criteria that is being presented and taught how to digest and process the
information rather than seeking external validation from the instructor. To attempt at teaching the
literacy needed for this independence, students can practice peer editing before assessing their
work at the end of the unit. This type of independence is consistent with students’ classroom and
content literacy but is developed through self-assessment and intentional feedback. Moreover,
the development of self-assessment through intentional feedback and single point rubrics is
through the use of scaffolding and breaking the unit lessons into sections for the content to
become easily digestible for learners (Fluckiger, 2010).
As discussed previously in the chapter, Inquiry, Model, Shared activity, Collaboration
(IMSC) and independent work strategies for teaching writing models is a strategy to release
responsibility to the learner gradually (Landon-Hays et al., 2014). This strategy is useful for
teaching literacy as well as a scaffolding method, gradually releasing responsibility of the learner
through intentionally scaffolded steps. The strategy allows for students to be guided through
modeling and collaboration to independent work through scaffolding the lesson in digestible
sections, teaching students the process of how to begin thinking about the prompted assignment,
as well as how to produce the expected outcome within each step. A similar strategy is I do, we
do, you do. This strategy accomplishes the same effect for student comprehension. Furthermore,
by incorporating IMSCI with the use of a single point rubric and self-assessment discussed by
Fluckiger (2010), this develops the opportunity to gradually release learners into a self-guided
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learning environment. Moreover, with the use of these strategies, educators will be able to
further the comprehension of the expectation in the classroom or the classroom literacy; all that
remains is embedding the scaffolding for academic language within these strategies. For
example, educators should model their new assignment for students before supplying a group
assignment to work through.
An article written by Bromley circa 2011 stated that vocabulary majorly impacts
comprehension, fluency, and achievement. With conscientious strategies for learning vocabulary
and intentional personalized scaffolding, teachers can expect students to understand more from
the lesson than with conventional generalized practices. “Overuse of dictionary hunting,
definition writing, or teacher explanation can turn students off learning new words and does not
necessarily result in better comprehension or learning” (Bromley, 2011, p. 536). Breaking the
vocabulary into more manageable sections and accessing prior knowledge to scaffold the lesson
to the class and students with specific needs will encourage the development of classroom
literacy and skills the student can access in the future. “Instruction that engages students in the
meanings of new words and their letter, sound, and spelling patterns promotes more effective
word learning than just analyzing context” (Juel & Deffes, 2004, as cited in Bromley, 2011, p.
534). Developing skills to be able to analyze text is necessary but too often a focus in the
classroom. With specific intentional skill building, students will develop independent skills they
can use in the future as well as comprehension of the vocabulary longer term.
Literacy in the Art Classroom
Teaching vocabulary is necessary to build a stronger reader or literacy of a classroom.
However, teaching vocabulary will also build literacy in the content pedagogy, just as it will
teach reading comprehension. As Bromley (2011) discussed, “Vocabulary is a principle
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contributor to comprehension, fluency, and achievement” (p. 528). Teaching students with
limited vocabulary and limited life experience will mean they will not have the information to
complete assessments effectively. Students who are engaged readers and more successful within
the content area are the students who are able to understand the content from their previous
knowledge and vocabulary learned to fill in the gaps for new vocabulary. However, students may
struggle with vocabulary because Art’s academic language uses vocabulary that may have
additional meaning in other content areas.
As Bromley (2011) stated, English is unique and vast. Although the English language can
be predictable, it is ultimately not easily understood. The rules of English may seem simple
compared to other languages and comparatively more difficult to some. However, the success of
the student comes from oral competence to written competence. An effective strategy for
supporting the learner’s success is utilizing graphic organizers with sentence structures to aid
students in accessing the process of the assignment without the literacy of the handout being an
obstacle. Within language differences, often the meaning of the word changes the context or
tone. Furthermore, without the mixture of reading, writing, and oral communication, the students
will struggle to connect the subtle differences that make up a larger change in content. Students
deserve or need to be able to learn our content as desperately as they need to learn the literacy of
a classroom environment or content’s academic language.
However, Bromley (2011) discussed, “Overuse of dictionary hunting, definition writing,
or teacher explanation can turn students off learning new words and does not necessarily result in
better comprehension or learning” (p. 536). This is a great example of the overworked student
rejecting the positive learning techniques. Students using a graphic organizer to show their
learning from digested information is much more effective. Educators should supply a graphic
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organizer tailored to their students' needs. For instance, if the student exists in the special
education category and is nonverbal, the student will need to circle from options on a graphic
organizer or read and circle because they can read but not write effectively. Instead of
completing repetitious and dense lessons with vocabulary-heavy introductions, teachers can
utilize context within an assignment to subtly express or convey an idea to students. Teaching a
student to process vocabulary and think critically about terms is teaching the learner about
academic content specific literacy while also teaching the student a term that will support their
thinking about the world and how they process what they see.
As Delpit (1988) discussed, “in literacy instruction, explicitness might be equated with
direct instruction. Perhaps the ultimate expression of explicitness and direct instruction in the
primary classroom is DISTAR [Direct Instructional System for Teaching and Remediation]” (p.
284). Delpit (1988) is referring to direct instruction to teach vocabulary for literacy
comprehension. DISTAR is intended for the elementary level but the strategies and relevance to
literacy comprehension is a good discussion for pedagogically relevant literacy.
DISTAR relies heavily on theories of behavioral psychology, presenting instruction as
sequences of programmed tasks taught one at a time using specified teaching methods.
Teachers and paraprofessionals teach in a fast-paced manner with frequent group
responses in unison and correction of student errors. (Inouye et al., 1997, p. 145)
Moreover, DISTAR is a system of teaching that supports literacy development through key
steps, similar to IMSCI or the I do, we do, you do strategy. The process is similar for all three
and is a peer reviewed process that has shown to work for teaching literacy and a gradual release
of responsibility.
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Literacy in the classroom is reliant on the pedagogy being taught, however, no matter the
content, the classroom needs to teach digital literacy through their instruction. In the past,
students were taught heavily how to take notes and various reading strategies; this form of
literacy they were taught to break down a text for comprehension is the same for digital literacy
or any pedagogy. Students are still being taught Cornell notes and other strategies with emphasis
but are not being taught the basic interface of their computer. They often cannot save or export a
document because they are not being taught these digital literacy skills. As Ventimiglia and
Pullman (2016) discussed:
This means finding tutorials, breaking down complex problems into parts, seeking
alternatives, and engaging with a community of like-minded learners. Being able to teach
yourself is far more important than being learned because what we need to know changes
constantly, what we know today may be useless five years from now, and what we know
now may even get in the way of learning if we are not flexible. (p. 46)
Through teaching digital literacy, learners gain the confidence to teach themselves and gain
agency over their learning. By integrating pedagogical knowledge and digital literacy educators
“will prepare their students to live at the intersection of humanity and technology” (Ventimiglia
& Pullman, 2016, p. 48).
Further, as discussed previously, content literacy needs to evolve with modern
technology and learning strategies, and educators need to focus their learning targets on
culturally relevant pedagogy and allow technology to assist in developing the literacy
comprehension. Students will learn how to navigate their computers, their browsers, and their
various devices and resources. However, while they are learning these skills, they are absorbing
the process in which they can utilize these processes or tools for future projects or other content
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areas. They are learning to read the process of how to complete their research for a paper or how
to read an artwork based on the Art movements to which it belongs. The same for writing as for
art classrooms, the instructor teaches how to read the assignment; how meeting the criteria for a
paper is the same as meeting the criteria for an art prompt. For example, within an English
classroom, students have to know whether the assignment is writing a short story or a technical
paper and what that should look like. However, within an art classroom, students need to be
taught how to read the prompts to understand if they’re intended to create an additive or
subtractive sculpture; or within another subcategory of art content, the learner needs to know if
they are required to create a pinch pot or thrown pot. Without being taught the proper literacy, a
student will not be able to start a project or follow the criteria within a rubric if the student
cannot comprehend how to begin the project or where to look for the information. Through
utilizing technology, Ventimiglia and Pullman (2016) suggest that it allows students the
opportunity to be self-directed in some instances. Teaching students to look for instructions
independently through Google or with supplied links or videos; while also modeling the project
through the IMSCI framework allows learners to see the prompt in action while also giving them
the skills to find the process of steps to complete the prompt on their own for reference.
For the student to be able to actively apply their learned literary skills, they need to be
able to apply them individually within their own life experiences. If they wander into a random
gallery and see a ceramic pot displayed, they can determine if it is thrown or a pinch pot. This is
literacy, speaking the language of the content area, understanding the style or purpose for change
in art styles. Within the ceramic category, being literate in the subject means the viewer can
determine if the pot can safely hold water based on the glaze or if it is microwave or oven safe,
or at the very least know to ask these important questions. This concept applies to all subjects.
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Knowing the language or the literacy within the content means anyone can become part of that
world and create connections that make the information the learner is consuming relevant. As
Lattimer (2010) breaks down, student-centered strategies give relevance to their own approaches
and theories on motivation. “If our students understand that there is a purpose to a reading, they
are more likely to engage with the material—to focus on comprehending the text and building an
understanding of the information and ideas therein” (Lattimer, 2010, p. 21). Giving student
graphic organizers and text to read is not quite the same as attaching context and purpose to the
reading that will engage the readers to develop connections within the unit. Comprehension of
the academic language and the classroom’s approaches builds or solidifies the literacy of the
content to the learners. This concept is what Lattimer (2010) is discussing within the text
Reading for learning: using discipline-based texts to build content knowledge. Lattimer (2010)
suggests that without connecting and explaining the relevance, learners will not find the purpose
or motivation, therefore, not digesting the text for comprehension and disconnecting from the
lesson itself. Unintentionally, instructors could disengage learners if they do not supply context
to the lesson (Lattimer, 2010). Educators must provide critical thinking efforts to connect funds
of knowledge with lesson relevance to engage students consistently.
Summary
Differentiation within art content exists for the educator to focus on always learning from
their students. Learners can and will teach their educators how to effectively teach their learners
over the course of decades. This is where culturally relevant pedagogy and differentiation
collide. Art pedagogy and remaining relevant and current in the art world is mandatory for any
artist or art critique. However, art pedagogy and differentiation develop symbiotic relationships
in this foyer as a means to empower learners. Keeping art relevant is just as important as keeping
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instruction important. Educators must think about the way in which they are teaching their
subjects just as much as educators are thinking about the content they wish to teach. The perfect
example as a digital art teacher highlights that it would be irresponsible of me to teach my
students about the multifaceted art world and the specifics of digital art but withhold a lesson
about Non-Fungible Token (NFT) art. NFT art may not be a widely accepted form of art at this
time, but most art movements began this way, and artists are making money and selling their art
consistently through this means of digital cataloging. To follow, the intentions of CRP educators
teaching digital art needs to at least address the wild phenomenon of a new movement of art
drastically different from what artists have created before. To differentiate this concept, however,
we can teach the process of making an NFT through existing strategies like IMSCI. Formulating
previously successful strategies with relevant content within the pedagogy.
The ability to effectively teach literacy is developed utilizing a nuanced skill set that is
developed over the course of an educator's career. During graduate studies, educators develop an
initial understanding of these nuances in the process of obtaining a master’s degree. The
strategies taught during practicum develop over time. Educators can utilize these strategies
within their teaching immediately from graduation onward. However, with specific strategies
like culturally relevant pedagogy, as educators continue to teach year after year, they will learn
more from each of their students and will also need to seek out new relevant information through
professional development opportunities or continued education (Ladson-Billing, 2021). Learners
and educators must never stop learning. If an educator fails to continue to advance in their field
through professional development or continued education, then the educator will fail to relate to
their students (Banks et al., 2001). Without the ability to relate to students, educators cannot
effectively scaffold or differentiate for their target needs (Tomlinson, 2017).
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Chapter 3
Context of the Study
My practicum was completed in a medium-sized high school in the Willamette Valley,
serving grades 9-12. The school is located in a predominantly suburban neighborhood near the
capitol of Oregon. The high school is fed by local elementary and middle schools, both within a
mile. While completing my practicum, I was given an emergency license and taught full time
from October until the end of the school year. The mentor teacher for my practicum was my
supervising administrator. My classes consisted of 32 to 40 students for the first semester, and
for the second semester, I had three smaller classes of less than 15 students, and three classes
with about 40 students. In a very generalized statement, usually half my classes have an
Individualized Education Plan (IEP) or 504 in place, otherwise they're Talented and Gifted
(TAG) students or have a confidential file, etc. The department consists of four teachers
including myself: one drawing/painting teacher, one 3D teacher, one intro to art teacher who also
covers specialties like jewelry or calligraphy, and then I teach Digital Arts.
We are spread out throughout the school. One teacher is in the freshman hall, two
teachers share three classrooms and an office in the Art Hall, and my classroom is located near
the commons and the office. We often get together in our Professional Learning Community
(PLC) after each staff meeting and can reach out to each other at any time to discuss positive
notes or concerns. We teach on a block schedule with late start on Wednesdays, and due to the
pandemic, we occasionally have added non-contact days for students, which means staff is still
required to be present on campus, but students have the day off. We currently also have advisory
on Wednesdays and study hall, prep, or tutorial on Thursday and Friday. My school calls it prep,
but other schools may call it another name. The demographic of the area consists of a
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student/teacher ratio of 16.9 to 1, with about 1,732 total students. The racial breakdown consists
of 66.9% white, 18.1% Hispanic, and 6.5% two or more races. For 2021-2022, there were a total
of 32% of students on free or reduced lunch. My classroom is an L-shape with a large storage
space in one corner protruding out to cause the room to be L-shaped. The storage is full of old
yearbooks, electronic cords, old filing cabinets from the previous teacher, rolls of paper for
yearbook and leadership to make posters, and old sinks from when the space was a dark room.
The classroom on one side has four rows of ten computers. The computers are 10-12 years old
iMacs that supply Adobe's Creative Suite to the students via district licensing. My desk is located
by the inside corner of the L-shape. The other section of the L-shape has enough tables to seat 40
students, but some are pushed together currently to make students sit in one big group instead of
small groups. On the wall that has the doorways to the hall, there are cabinets stuffed with old art
supplies and two printers, only one currently works. The walls have been painted by past
students in a variety of styles and patterns, which will probably be painted over in the near
future. The room has an anxiety inducing effect with the lighting and geometric designs on the
wall. In the future, I would like to paint the space to create a more calming environment.
Participants
Because this study was designed using an action research approach, the main participant
in the study is myself, as the teacher. As my learning progressed throughout my student teaching
program, I became interested in a number of ideas that would help me to improve my instruction.
Ultimately, I decided to focus on the main research areas outlined in my research question. To
lend credibility to the results, I will share from my self-study of practice. It is important to
describe my role in the classroom where I teach. In this section, I will focus on describing my
own classroom and my role as the teacher.
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Since October, I have been the full-time digital art, yearbook, and introduction to art
teacher in my classroom, with an emergency license. I started late into the academic year and
began with no curriculum in place. The previous teacher did not leave any plans or curriculum to
follow, which means I designed a semester’s curriculum before going on parental leave in
November as well as completing all the assigned work for Fall term at Western Oregon
University. I was off work from full-time teaching in my classroom from November 15 until
January 10th. To design the curriculum, I researched digital art lesson plans and spoke to my
colleagues in the same department. Our school offers classes in marketing that also cover the
basics of logo design and introduction to Photoshop. To ensure thoroughness, I spoke to the
teacher of record before me to confirm the curriculum was adequate, and I spoke to a teacher in
the same medium from a nearby school in the district. Furthermore, I had a discussion with the
current marketing teacher at my school to review the course description. I made some subtle
changes to the course plan to make it more relevant to students. Previously, the same course was
being offered by the marketing teacher, and it felt redundant. In an effort to make digital arts
more relevant or rather necessary to the students' learning, I designed the course to be centered
around Fine Art and how to utilize digital mediums for Art purposes. While the class is still
developing its footings, and we will need to slightly alter the course description in the future, the
class seems like a much better introduction to the digital arts.
Teaching at my school has been surprisingly independent due to the faith my
administrative supervisor has put in me. My colleagues are all very welcoming; however, I don’t
see my colleagues except during PLCs due to the placement of my classroom. My school
ultimately gives me the freedom to teach what is best. My supervising Assistant Principal has
told me, “You are the expert in this field. I trust you to prepare these students in the content area
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to the best of your ability.” This is both reassuring and overwhelmingly generous. The faith that
the administration and art department put in me as a new teacher who was still completing
graduate studies is very humbling, and I am very grateful.
Following the standards, either national or state guidelines influence the learning in
process or culture, but they do not give instructors specifics. For instance, a standard might
indicate that teachers should teach students how to do X, Y, and Z in Photoshop by the end of the
semester. Yet, this leaves teachers to question and continually assess whether students in the
classes are learning enough. If teachers have classes who breeze through the material, they must
add in more content if students are ready. It is similar in gauging the academic language or
ability to understand based on students’ prior knowledge. This leads to my research of wanting to
break down scaffolding and determine how to assess more or less for effectiveness.
How I Studied My Teaching
When considering my research questions in the context of the last eight months, since
beginning as a full-time teacher of record at my school, my data became a collection of the
assessments, formative and summative, as well as personal journal entries. For the first six weeks
of the semester, I have decided to assign journaling to my introductory courses as an option
instead of sketches. This will give me perspective into their lives, and what they are experiencing
as the year comes to a close. I will rely on the use of formative assessment to survey the
student’s preference of direct or indirect instruction, as well as trying to implement any of the
new processes or strategies I came across through research. My goal for the data is to show a
slow progression of understanding and comfort with the software as well as collecting the
students’ feedback and giving voice and autonomy to my students.
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I will be collecting formative surveys to distinguish if my students are prepared for the
lesson of the day with a thumbs-up, -down and -middle option. This helps gauge where they’re
at, and if they are ready to learn. For anyone responding, I also offer the opportunity for the class
as a community to unpack how they are feeling about their academic standing or their emotional
or physical health. I do have several students who respond fondly to this, and they will offer up
information while other classes ignore this offer. I document any discussion in journal form, and
I also document how many students are thumbs-down or thumbs-middle for reference of how
well they respond to the exit slip at the end of the class. Each unit introduction, which would be
lesson one of a unit, I give an exit slip and a free write, and each final lesson or conclusion lesson
has a reflective graphic organizer with sentence structure given as an example to help learners
know where to start with the questions.
At the end of the six weeks, I surveyed the students via a worksheet where they had to
check one or more boxes or fill out an option to check for each question. The questions were
phrased around how they felt they were doing in the class so far, and asked if they could change
anything, how and why they would change it. Many students wanted a different seating
arrangement so they could feel more comfortable. I could grant this option to all but one student
who behaviorally could not be seated by a friend because their documented disability did not
allow it for fear of them being off-task. I spoke to the student, and they understood why this
choice was made. I also made a note to attend their next evaluation meeting for their
Individualized Education Plan that is happening at the end of May to discuss their success in the
classroom and their ask for more freedom with structure. I also will utilize lesson plans and
rubrics as data that may inform the success or failure of certain literacy intentions that worked or
did not work.
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Chapter 4
Presentation and Discussion
As discussed in Chapter 3, my data was centered around qualitative data collected during
the 2021-2022 school year: my first year as a teacher of record in a classroom. Qualitative
research was determined the best source of action due to the nature of my research questions.
Twenty-twenty one to twenty-twenty-two is the first full academic year back on campus post
COVID-19, and this year was very different from past years, based on the advice and comments
from my PLC group at my high school. A consensus from the teachers who were my mentors
throughout my first year reflected as follows: behaviorally and socially students are two years
behind, attendance is the worst they’ve ever experienced, students are less motivated than before,
and device management issues are at an all-time high. It is impossible to separate my qualitative
data from the conditions that the pandemic has imposed on the school year. Please keep this
factor in mind when reviewing the data and the findings.
I begin my results discussion by returning first to the research questions I was exploring:
A. How have differentiation, culturally relevant pedagogy, and inclusive education
changed my Art classroom?
B. How can scaffolded instruction be used to develop an inclusive lesson plan?
C. How does literacy adapted to Art pedagogy inform content-specific strategies in
the classroom?
These topics helped inform my teaching and what I studied during my four terms of graduate
studies at Western Oregon University. My main data forms collected during this time were a
large number of exit slips, journals, positive and negative class days based on behavioral points,
and feedback given to me after observations by my school administrator acting as my clinical
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teacher. The following section is an outline provided to illustrate the process for collecting and
analyzing data.
Data Analysis Steps
1. Review collected data
a. Collect and review
i.

Lesson plans

ii.

Observation notes

iii.

Journal entries

iv.

Data sheets

v.

Surveys

vi.

Assessment Graphic Organizers

b. Organize first impressions of data in journal format
2. Compile Superficial Codes
a. Differentiate potential themes with research questions in mind
b. Code data into themes manually
c. Recognize and add additional themes that become present
d. Record juxtapositions when found
3. Collate data within themes
a. Record present sub-themes
b. Chart theme overlaps
c. Record any data that does not support the research or coded themes
4. Search for patterns
a. Journal potential overlapping of themes causes
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b. Sort themes within research questions
c. Record research question overlaps within themes
5. Quality control coding
a. Check themes for continuity
b. Confirm data examples within each theme
c. Review all data collected one final time to code into themes
i.

Any ungrouped content can be recorded as superficial and discarded

6. Interpret Themes
a. Begin written report of thematic analysis
b. Describe scope and content briefly
c. Extract and supply specific evidence to each research question
7. Write formal report
a. Complete a final written analysis of themes
b. Supply written or visual examples for each research question
c. Confirm research questions have been answered with evidence
Data Analysis of Research Question One
How have differentiation, culturally relevant pedagogy, and inclusive education changed
my Art classroom?
To answer this question the data that was coded to this question of the research came
mostly from lesson plans, formal observation notes, and journal entries. Appendix A includes
copies of my formal observation notes from my Western Oregon University Supervisor and my
acting Clinical Teacher. Appendix B includes copies of one lesson plan from each term. I have
been full-time teaching as the teacher of record since October, so I selected a representative
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sample of relevant lesson plans, since including all my lesson plans detracts from the relevance
of the few specific examples highlighted herein. Appendix C includes each referenced journal
entry for all three research questions listed by date.
On March 9, 2022, I taught lesson one of a new smaller unit called Dada. Dada is an art
movement born in Zurich, Switzerland. Dada was an avant-garde Art movement in Europe in the
early 20th century that focused primarily on rejecting logic and reason in art. I adapted the lesson
to be more modern with the use of a light table and long exposure on a personal smartphone, thus
adapting a historic process of creating the rayograph into a more modern and accessible activity.
The rayograph was originally done alternatively by using objects sitting on photo paper then
introducing the paper and objects to a light source from above. Figure 1 includes a screenshot of
a lesson plan providing evidence of modeling content information digitally for my students via a
platform they are familiar with. The figure includes a brief explanation of the video to be shown
about what a rayograph is and how they were initially made. Then, as shown in Figure 1, I
modeled the modern use of a light table and long exposure feature on a modern smartphone.
Figure 1
Rayograph Lesson Plan Sample

I provide additional evidence of differentiation via the lesson I taught on February 14,
2022, to my advanced digital photo class, which has two ELL students, one who is still currently
receiving services. The student who is currently still actively participating in the ELL program
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requires some translation that I scaffolded to supply them with the academic language and
vocabulary definitions ahead of time. We discussed vocabulary as a class, during the instruction,
for the benefit of the other students with the support of the other multilingual students. This
lesson was designed, however, to support the ELL student with their academic language,
vocabulary, and communication skills. The lesson was intended to create a lot of speaking
opportunities where each student was given the same article and asked to discuss one artist from
the article. While circulating the room, I could give support with academic language when
vocabulary words arose that we had not covered in the semester yet or that supported the ELL
students with context.
Figure 2
Lesson Plan Note Regarding Diverse Learners

In Figures 2 and 3, I have included the lesson plan notes on how I am addressing diverse
learners. The figures show a limited description of all the specific modifications made for each
student. After the observation, I discussed with my university supervisor how I needed to
indicate more thorough content in the diversity category of a lesson plan. The section feels
inauthentic for including generic concepts for supporting these students rather than being more
precise and documenting all of the specific modifications I documented or otherwise. For
instance, pictures and reference images are always being used for the purpose of teaching
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vocabulary. I practice this for all my students but try to keep it culturally relevant by
incorporating either other cultures or products students are familiar with or enjoy.
Figure 3
Lesson Plan Note Regarding Academic Language Supports

For evidence of differentiation, to support my special education students who required
more specific interventions, like those on the autism spectrum, I adapted the lessons based on
their disabilities and accommodations on the Individualized Education Plan but also based on
discussions I’ve had with the student regarding what their preferences include. In my Digital Art
class, I have a student who can use a computer quite well but will not speak to anyone but their
Instructional Assistant due to their disability. The Instructional Assistant and I will work together
creating opportunities for discussion and for me to observe their interaction without the student
becoming shy or shutting down. I support the Instructional Assistant by breaking down the
handout to the student’s preferences and accommodations and by allowing the Instructional
Assistant some agency in my classroom by knowing what is best for the student based on their
experience working with them the last four years. The Instructional Assistant has a better
relationship with the student, and by making them comfortable in the classroom, I will support
them in assisting the student and supporting my classroom running more smoothly. During a
final critique, this was difficult to implement as verbal discussion with a partner was part of the
requirement, as well as writing the required long sentence answers. To make the activity possible
for the student and to still be able to measure learning through the graphic organizer, I supplied a
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critiques completed in April and February.
Figure 4
Student Critique Sample One
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Figure 5
Student Critique Sample Two

During a formal observation on April 26th, 2022, my Western Oregon University
supervisor observed a critique lesson and concluded that during the observed lesson, I was
supportive of small groups, but I needed to model the activity more distinctly during instruction
(see Figure 6). My supervisor also noted that the lesson was accessible to multiple types of
students. Figure 6 is a screenshot of observation notes from my supervisor that includes a list of
differentiated instructional styles.
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Figure 6
Supervisor Observation Notes

Furthermore, in my journal entries, I included the following on March 17, 2022, during
seventh period:
Student X struggled to sit still today. I think I need to work on finding more jobs for them
to focus on during instruction. Maybe if I can have them cleaning the whiteboard, but that
may be distracting to other students as well. Their IEP is coming up in a few weeks and I
can discuss with the case manager how we can make adjustments until then. For now let's
add this as a reminder to notify Substitutes of their need to move throughout the
classroom but that they know they cannot be a distraction.
This journal entry was discussing a student of mine that has ADHD and struggles to sit in their
seat. As they’re newly receiving services, they struggle to communicate their needs in the
classroom and can derail instruction very quickly by wanting to leave their seat or not raise their
hand. Initially, giving jobs to complete tasks was supportive, but at this time, there was a need
for new differentiation to support this student. In response to this, I challenged the student to
create some characters for their story that they wrote in their free time. I allowed them to sit on
the outside row near my desk but away from students to avoid distraction. They could create this
character during instruction as long as they could also recall information about the project
afterwards. In addition, when this did not work, I supplied fidgets and movement activities for all
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students to keep on task without missing any instruction. So far, the student has recalled more
information in this fashion than before when they were being hyperactive and disrupting the
class with outbursts or movement.
Data Analysis of Research Question Two
How can scaffolded instruction be used to develop an inclusive lesson plan?
Addressing this research question in the classroom was documented through data
collected from formal observations, surveys, and journal entries. During the April 26th, 2022
lesson observation done by my Western Oregon University Supervisor, they felt the lessons were
sequenced well, however, I should include further sequencing or modeling with a gradual release
of responsibility shown in Figure 7. My university supervisor suggests more modeling and thinkalouds to demonstrate the process artists go through when breaking down an artwork.
Specifically, I received feedback regarding sequencing critical thinking into a lesson plan to
support the development of the process to begin thinking about the art learners are intending to
critique or reflect on.
While planning each unit within the curriculum, I designed each six-weeks of the
semester, three total, with backward planning, intending to have an informal assessment at the
end of each unit called a reflection/critique. The intended knowledge needed for the reflection is
what informed the lessons during and before the reflection. On March 9th, 2022, I recorded the
following:
8th period; This class is slightly ahead of the other Digital Arts 1 class but both classes
have struggled to grasp the final units of sequenced academic language. If I give them the
reflection later this week, they will not have enough information to understand the
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questions. Next class I will pose a think-pair-share with a partner about the current
project to determine if reteaching is necessary.
After the think-pair-share, I decided to push the critique back and reteach the backward planned
lessons to strengthen their knowledge as these six-weeks, being the first of the semester, were the
most important.
Figure 7
Supervisor Feedback Regarding Scaffolding

In Figure 8, I provided evidence of scaffolding during the critique/reflection lesson. In an
attempt to reduce anxiety around the first critique, students were told it is an in-progress critique,
meaning work was not expected to be 100% complete and that the reflection would not affect
their six-weeks grade. The second six-week critique was called a reflection/critique, and then
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finally, the third six-weeks critique was called solely a critique. This eased the beginning-level
students into a critique environment by softening the context in naming it a reflection for the first
and partially for the second.
Figure 8
Sample Student Reflection
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Figure 9
Lesson Plan Sample with Respect Contract

To create a safe and inclusive environment, each student is required to agree to a respect
contract (see Figure 9) before beginning the critique. If a student agrees and then is disrespectful
to another student during the critique, students are given a referral. As a class, the students listen
to the terms and then agree with a thumbs up. In Figure 9, I included the process I go through to
discuss with my students during the introduction and agreement stages of the respect contract.
The class cannot proceed without consent from each student, through making eye contact with
me and by giving the signal, whichever the class symbol is, either thumbs up or a peace sign.
Another example of intentionally offering opportunities for students to be heard or seen
was done via the initial survey when the students entered the course at semester start. In Figure
10, I showed the results of a specific question I find the most relevant to making students feel
safe and included. These results are from one of my beginning courses with 38 students. Only
two students did not complete the required survey, but those two students did not attend class all
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semester. The survey also supported scaffolding instructions to specific classes. In Figures 11
and 12, I have included the results to a question that helps me support the needs of individual
learners while also meeting the needs of the majority. The results are from Digital Art 1 courses
with student grades ranging from freshman to seniors.
Figure 10
Results of Question Asking Students About Preferred Name and Pronoun Usage

Figure 11
Results of First Question Asking Students About Deadlines
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Additionally, I need to know early on which students need tailored and specific support
or who will need check-ins more regularly. The beginning of the year survey helps me skip the
step of getting to know the students to determine who will need help to avoid the student missing
the help they need. In Figure 13 below, the final figure from this survey, it breaks down which
students' efficacy will help support their curiosity in the classroom and which students will hide
and avoid the project altogether. This survey allows students to add in their own answers to this
question as well, to give the most tailored and specific support possible. This is why one of the
responses is down one, which meant I had a discussion with the student about alcoholism. The
question allowed me to engage with my students on varying topics I wouldn't otherwise cover.
Figure 12
Results of Second Question Asking Students About Deadlines
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Figure 13
Results of Question Asking Students How They Approach Challenges

Data Analysis of Research Question Three
How does literacy adapted to Art pedagogy inform content-specific strategies in the classroom?
To show evidence of practicing effective teaching of art literacy, I collected and analyzed
the data from my lesson plans, feedback from Western Oregon University Supervisors and
Clinical Teachers, assessments, surveys, and journal entries. Appendix A includes feedback
notes from formal observations by my Western Oregon University supervisor. Appendix B
consists of excerpts from journal entries recorded for convenience. During the course of the
second six-weeks of the second semester, I focused my attention on collecting data about my
experience teaching and the students’ comprehension and ability to show literacy through
assessment. I focused on implementing formative assessments to determine comprehension of
concepts mid-lesson, as well as implementing exit tickets and graphic organizers like the Frayer
method and concept maps. During the final term at Western Oregon University, my supervisor
suggested the use of free writing for expanding the ability to critically think about varied
subjects. Since then, I have adapted two units to fit a free write, which will be used during the
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final reflection at the end of the semester. Every student has submitted over a dozen different
graphic organizers that have supported their progression in a unit, and at the end of the semester,
each student will receive their forms back and reflect on their progress. I look forward to these
responses.
Included in Figure 14 from April 26th, 2022 is a formal observation where my university
supervisor breaks down my use of feedback during a lesson and within assessment. Feedback is
mandatory for teaching literacy, especially in art classrooms. Like a teacher is asking concept
checking questions of the learners, learners ask for validation initially to determine the
expectations of the classroom and if they are on the right track. Figure 14 is evidence of
practicing reviewing feedback and aligning my tasks with the learning target.
Figure 14
Supervisor Feedback Regarding Feedback Provided to Students

While teaching literacy within Art, a student needs to spend less time trying to determine
what the instructor is asking of them and more time breaking down the prompted project. To
focus on this as a task, I broke down my learning targets to be easily measurable each lesson to
specific questions I could record through formative assessment or graphic organizers, for
example, with exit slips. Again, as shown in Figure 15, the response from my supervisor was
developing a plan of action to create a gradual release of responsibility and independence of the
learners, and in Figure 16 I give evidence at my attempt to create a succinct learning target that is
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quantifiable and relevant to the students. Although the evidence shows a clear attempt at creating
a measurable learning target, the display clouds the instruction. Figures 15 and 16 are equal
evidence of good attempts at teaching literacy and poor attempts. By breaking up the text further,
the information will be more easily comprehended by anyone who picks up a lesson plan.
Figure 15
Supervisor Feedback Regarding Learning Targets and Communication

Figure 16
Learning Target

As a final example of the April 26th, 2022 lesson observation by my Western Oregon
University Supervisor, in Figure 17, I include the final notes and suggestions to improve my
teaching practices. My university supervisor suggested modeling in a more effective manner and
utilizing Think Aloud strategy to develop student thinking when faced with a new prompted
assignment. The supervisor also recommended more specific expectations and to have each
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student follow the expectations. This was mentioned because I had two students on their phones
during an initial instruction period. Of the thirty plus students, the two that were on their devices
were students I do not have to worry about not understanding the instruction. One was a TAG
student, who is one of my top design students, and the other occasionally uses their phone for
translation. However, that does not mean they won’t be observed by other faculty or classmates
as being insubordinate of the expectations. As a final review, students shouted out one of their
favorite artists anonymously, and it was suggested from this lesson to set up a system in the
future that will allow students to compile all their work and display it on the screen
anonymously.
Figure 17
Supervisor Feedback Regarding Next Steps and Goals

I aimed to clear learning targets and model instructions to help students grasp concepts,
rather than focusing on what and why they were creating yet another color wheel. In my attempts
at creating an environment for students to grasp concepts and apply them to future concepts, I
focused on giving students the why for each lesson and then used formative assessment to
determine how effective it was for engaging learners. For each unit, I would begin with a why
and then by the second or third lesson, I would assess if students found the why and their
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interests aligned. This process was journaled over the course of three weeks and a conclusion
entry on April 28th said:
My students have lost touch with the why after the fourth lesson. I reiterated the reasoning
for this unit again to them, and of the simple formative assessment results I found that
roughly 23% of the students found the assignment relevant to their interests and 38%
recalled what the why was of the unit. I did not calculate but a majority of students could
reiterate the criteria and where to find resources which is a positive note. But the
assignment is due in a couple days and I feel that the students have lost interest in the why
or have forgotten it altogether.
To further this inquiry, I reassessed the students in the next lesson and asked how many were
interested in the project or were desperate to “get it over with” so they could move on to an
assignment they liked better; the result was many were ready to move on. I found a way to
remove extra work time as not many students needed more time and was able to support the class
in moving on to the large unit within a class period. I want to support autonomy and agency over
one's education. The small choices I give bring to light that they have choices and control over
how and what they learn. This is very important for teaching literacy because it teaches students
that they have a voice and that they are active participants in their learning.
Creating a very clear understanding of each prompt helps students understand the
expectations so they can focus on the prompt rather than the logistics of getting the correct grade.
Clear expectations and criteria can change a student’s mindset from how to get the best grade to
how to read the artwork in front of them. In Figures 18 and 19, I provide evidence of online
materials accessible by all students at any time of day. This allows students who need to go back
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and refresh their understanding of the instructions a platform to be able to run through the same
materials and sequences later.
Figure 18
Screenshot of Resource Page Accessible to Students for Mandala Zine Assignment
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Figure 19
Screenshot of Resource Page Accessible to Students for Surreal Landscape Assignment

Summary
The drive for my research was determining effective practices for teaching literacy in a
safe and inclusive environment. My goal was to determine if Art literacy and a release of
responsibility in critique was possible through traditional literacy teaching strategies or practices.
In reflection, the content that drove the qualitative research were the following questions:
A. How have differentiation, culturally relevant pedagogy, and inclusive education
changed my Art classroom?
B. How can scaffolded instruction be used to develop an inclusive lesson plan?
C. How does literacy adapted to Art pedagogy inform content-specific strategies in
the classroom?
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These research questions were addressed through coding data from lesson plans, journal entries,
formal observations by my Clinical teacher and Western Oregon University supervisor, surveys,
and assessments. My journal entries were a supportive space for venting about what went wrong
and to document if something went well and how it could be used again in the future (see
Appendix B) to support other students with similar needs. Journaling is very helpful for
classroom management documentation to support these students in the future and as a reminder
to notify substitute teachers. Journaling can also be useful for reviewing the emotional state of
the classroom during a lesson or particularly difficult day for classroom management. Students
may be particularly stressed and being able to review the journals could lead to analyzing a need
for reteaching. Reviewing and reflecting on the changes from the first unit to my final unit made
it possible to recognize which differentiation strategies I was using effectively and where I must
improve.
I had the luxury of my clinical teacher being the administrator at the school I work at and
my university supervisor being a retired administrator; this has supported me in many ways but
mostly through the extent of thorough and valuable observation notes and feedback on how to
continue improving. Surveys and assessment helped document the shifts in how my students
were feeling about the instruction or the current unit. The assessment helped me gauge the
comprehension or literacy of my students without trying to guess if they just followed the rubric
and didn't understand the academic language. Through the many sources I found, I could
determine what my teaching style was and my success at commanding a classroom, which I will
continue in detail in the following chapter.
In the following chapter, I will expand on the collected data and discuss implications and
an analysis of this data within the context of my research questions. As I mentioned in previous
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changing. This means I must continue to adapt and always expand my knowledge.
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Chapter 5
Overview
The research data I collected over the course of my practicum experience confirms the
importance of being malleable and flexible in instruction. To manifest a safe and inclusive
environment, instructors must differentiate their instruction to engage learners and be adaptive in
culturally relevant instructional aides. However, the focus of my research was adaptable literacy
in Art pedagogy and my research showed that while strategies for literacy are adaptable, most
importantly, scaffolding lessons to support crucial thinking will develop a stronger ability to
slowly release responsibility to the learner. The questions that drove the qualitative research were
as follows:
1. How have differentiation, culturally relevant pedagogy, and inclusive education
changed my Art classroom?
2. How can scaffolded instruction be used to develop an inclusive lesson plan?
3. How does literacy adapted to Art pedagogy inform content-specific strategies in
the classroom?
By analyzing the data for coded themes, I recognized my ability to utilize differentiation
strategies for each student if we communicate. From the data, specifically from the surveys, I
found that my students appreciate the use of multicultural lessons where they can bring their
culture into the classroom or experience a new culture for the first time. If students can relate to
their culture or diversity, then they will have more “buy in” and be inspired to do their best on
the project. Creating an inclusive and safe environment where students can “buy in” is something
that I do quite successfully according to the observation notes from multiple observers.
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Moreover, to complete this research paper I will review the implications and the limitations of
my research.
Analysis of Collected Data
Collating the research data from the beginning of second semester in February, until the
end of the second six-weeks of the Semester on April 29, 2022, I recognized a pattern of not
being consistent with modeling or supplying students the opportunity to practice critical
thinking. In the few final lessons of the research period, I began to implement opportunities for
students to practice think-aloud and their critical thinking skills. However, this needs to be
developed further so I can record which theory or reason I am modeling for students. This is
reflected as observation notes by my University Supervisor, found in Figures 6, 7, 14, 15, and 17
(in Chapter 4). My differentiation and scaffolding were recorded in the previous chapter as
successfully creating a safe, inclusive, and tailored learning environment for each student. The
evidence provided in the previous lesson supports my findings that I have given extra attention
and built my units around these concepts specifically to make my students feel heard or seen.
Art literacy is adaptable through the majority of literacy strategies, and I recorded
practicing assessment consistently without students recognizing the activity as an assessment as
one of my successes. I found in the data that my surveys at the beginning of the semester were
very useful for differentiating instructions and inviting the students into the classroom
environment where they would feel included and validated. Journaling to record important or
mundane tasks helped me document areas of improvement and the activities that were not
supporting learning.
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Implications
To complete the analysis, I will expound my findings for each research question. I will
begin by focusing on my first two research questions: How differentiation, culturally relevant
pedagogy, and inclusive education changed my Art classroom and how scaffolded instruction
can be used to develop an inclusive lesson plan. Finally, I will detail the findings related to the
question of how literacy adapted to Art pedagogy informs content-specific strategies in the
classroom. Concluding my research of the following questions will give me a baseline to work
from toward future research and to help improve my practices. The evidence provided in chapter
four and the discussion of theories and research confirms my knowledge of a differentiated
classroom and my goal to create an inclusive classroom. Collating the research data made me
aware of the many strategies I can use to practice effective teaching and the theories that support
the integration of concepts.
How differentiation, culturally relevant pedagogy, and inclusive education changed my
Art classroom?
Student engagement made a positive shift when I focused my lessons on backward
planning and implementing strategies to support an inclusive environment. I started the academic
year intending on creating a safe space for students through communication and reactive
planning. During the second semester, I practiced strategies that were proactively supporting an
inclusive classroom. Practicing intentional strategies to be inviting during each discussion
project. Much of the success was through the intentional use of culturally relevant pedagogy and
offering opportunities for students to bring relevance to their education through their culture or
background.
How can scaffolded instruction be used to develop an inclusive lesson plan?
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My classroom is an environment I curate for my learners to feel like they belong and can
express themselves. I am the teacher that will advocate their pronouns to other teachers and make
a conscious effort to correctly use their pronouns in all environments. By using their correct
pronouns or their name of choice, I create a safe and inviting environment where they feel they
can explore their new self and the way they interact with their peers. Recording the success and
failures over the last 12 weeks made me recognize the effectiveness of tailored instruction and
utilizing specific strategies like IMSCI or think-pair-share. Modeling helped support critical
thinking in the classroom and eventually developed students showing more interest and initiating
progress on projects. Students would jump into a project more quickly and work independently
with the proper modeling.
How does literacy adapted to Art pedagogy inform content-specific strategies in the
classroom?
Through my research of strategies, I found specific strategies such as think-aloud, thinkpair-share, IMCI (as defined in chapter two), and more are so easily adaptable they can be used
for most content areas. However, in Art classrooms, the strategies are essential for teaching the
nuanced skill of literacy. Art literacy is complicated because many terms that are academic
language are used in other content areas. This causes students to get hung up on existing context.
I found the most success with teaching literacy when I streamlined the logistics of the lessons.
By supplying the specific criteria, rubric, materials, due date, expected schedule, examples of
previous or similar work, the student does not have to guess what is expected and can begin
working. Doing this at the beginning of the semester develops a gradual release of responsibility
when teachers slowly give back agency once the students have developed an understanding of
classroom expectations.
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Limitations
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the 2021-2022 academic year was the first full
academic year of in-person instruction in our district since closure in 2020. At the beginning of
the academic year, students and staff had a mandatory policy to wear masks or face coverings for
those with health or cognitive restrictions. In March, masks became optional, and all school
employees and students were given the choice to continue wearing masks. This shift meant that
teachers would need to reteach the expectations of the classroom to change the expectations to
instead require students to be respectful of those who chose to continue to wear masks or chose
to not wear masks. Some students, after the shift in March, began to only participate through
online learning and attendance continued to be inconsistent and sparse for some students because
of illness or preference and concern by high-risk student’s families.
As a teacher of record in my classroom, I did not have the same guidance those in my
cohort would have experienced. Since I was a hired teacher on an emergency license, I was
mentored by an administrator and three other art teachers acting as my clinical teachers. The
main difference was they were not in my classroom with me every day, and I would have to seek
out their time for questions and support. The teacher that I replaced went to another school in the
district rather abruptly, and the students, when I was hired at the beginning of October, had a
substitute for approximately two weeks. This meant coming into a new school as a new teacher
with students who were all on edge about their teacher disappearing and then a round robin of
substitutes. When hired, I was told there would be a curriculum in place for the remaining
portion of the semester, but on my first day, the office manager relayed to me that the substitute
teacher had made it through all the provided materials in the first few days and that I would be
starting fresh. This was a wonderful opportunity to start fresh with the students and develop my
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own take on the subject. My position also inherited the yearbook advisor position, and I have
never had experience within this area. This was a great opportunity to be involved and actively
participate in school events as a staff member from the start. October was a very hectic time of
organizing plans, completing graduate course work, planning curriculum, and visiting many
prenatal doctors’ appointments.
In mid-November my daughter was born two weeks early, and I went on maternity leave
for six weeks. Being eight months pregnant, being hired on an emergency license, and being in
an accelerated master’s program was quite the challenge with time, energy, and schedules being
tested often. However, with winter break and holiday time off, my students were only with a
substitute for four weeks. I made sure to leave specific sequenced plans to avoid substitutes
running through information too quickly. When I returned, I found my students were able to
work through the instructions provided via informational videos modeling how to complete the
work and were able to understand the prompts well without the substitute's help. Being a digital
art class, not every substitute would understand the programs and that meant lost instructional
time, but I returned to students who had made attempts or had successfully completed their work.
As a new teacher I have so much to learn. The 2021-2022 school year has challenged all
instructors greatly, but I look forward to the future as I fine tune my teaching skills and
implement new strategies from research or professional development. I look forward to spending
more time working through content-specific teaching strategies and having more time in my
evenings to gather information for bettering my teaching strategies.
Future Research
Over the next several months, I plan to continue my research into literacy and
formulating literacy strategies specifically for Art pedagogy. When Fall rolls around, I will be
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prepared to implement more strategies and attempt to make sense of a gradual release of
responsibility. Due to the fluid and organic nature of an Art classroom, I can see the possibility
of support and modeling adapted into a student self-led final six weeks of a semester. Over the
summer, I plan to do some research and prepare a plan for the fall to implement new strategies.
Professional development is always required while employed with a district and to keep a
license active. However, it is more valuable than that, and I hope to be able to participate in
professional development whenever possible and within a short time be able to host an art
professional development seminar. I also would love the opportunity to host a professional
development seminar for my fellow colleagues at work. After completing my master’s so
recently, I think I would bring a fresh perspective to their teaching on multicultural or culturally
relevant teaching. I still have a lot to learn, but, overall, I think my eagerness for information and
for helping my students could come together and create a positive impact on my colleagues for
the betterment of our students.
A teacher must continue learning. Teachers can learn from their own experiences, and
after my first year of teaching, I plan to analyze my growth and weak areas year by year.
Learners continue to adapt and evolve, and as a teacher, one must adapt with learners or become
disconnected from them completely. Therefore, educators must continue to learn, grow, and
evolve, for the sake of their students, and practice culturally relevant pedagogy or implement the
use of multicultural education. I intend to diversify my content through readings provided by
varied cultures and ethnicities and not just during black history month. Students need to hear
from others that experience such different experiences.
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Conclusion
Over the past year of graduate studies, my prior knowledge, classroom instruction, and
research has developed a prepared teacher. While I will still need to keep updating my teaching
and attend continued education or professional development, I feel prepared to build and teach
my curriculum for next year. As a teacher of record this last year, I was challenged and came out
prepared for the unexpected. My ability to adapt in the moment in the face of adversity has left
me with confidence in my ability to differentiate and support my students. The research I have
conducted this year and the academic courses from Western Oregon University have challenged
me to create differentiated lesson plans that proactively develop a gradual release of
responsibility specific to Art pedagogy. During this action research project, I reflected on the
strategies I naturally gravitated towards and the strategies that needed more intentional planning.
Beyond strategies, I recognized my ability to create a safe and equitable learning environment.
My intention with teaching, above all, is to focus the classroom environment on becoming a
community that supports one another. Additionally, because of my previous experience teaching
abroad in China, I felt comfortable in my classroom environment instantly, and my supervisor at
work praised me for commanding the classroom better than most first year teachers. I was
fortunate to have control over my classroom and not feel like a guest in the space. This meant I
could connect with my students further because they knew I would be back the following year.
Moreover, I felt more confident and able to adjust a unit or lesson plan to include reteaching if
the data I collected suggested it was necessary.
Creating an equitable and safe environment is the first step in scaffolding and
differentiation to develop literacy. To properly engage in a lesson, students need to feel heard,
seen, and able to connect to the content through properly scaffolded lessons. The sequence of the
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lessons will help keep learners engaged and on task. Once students have connected to the unit
and the classroom environment is established as safe and inclusive, learners can begin building
their content literacy. Furthermore, creating units that are backward planned for gradual release
of responsibility with scaffolded academic language and vocabulary supports will lead to
successful classroom management and comprehension to develop literacy.
Literacy is necessary to teach students to analyze and connect works of art to culture and
life. Through literacy, my students can understand parts of the world they may have otherwise
misunderstood. For example, students may watch a film with art history or hear art mentioned
and may not recognize the reference without the developed literacy. My goal is building up my
students' content knowledge while teaching them how to process information and develop an
understanding of how to research and how to analyze a work of art. I am thankful I have the next
few years to develop my understanding and research the ability of students to comprehend
literacy within the art content but also to work on strategies to build upon literacy within art.
In the next five years, I plan to better my teaching practice through the use of more
inclusive culturally relevant units, to implement classroom expectations that build up the
confidence of my students and makes them feel safe and heard, while developing a
comprehensive art content strategy for teaching literacy. I want future art educators to have as
many resources for teaching as the core classes. While many strategies can be implemented in art
pedagogy, the educator has to translate the strategies into the content rather than having content
specific literacy support.
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Appendix B: Journal Entries
Date:

Period: Entry:

March 9, 2022

8th

This class is slightly ahead of the other digital arts 1 class but
both classes have struggled to grasp the final units of sequenced
academic language. If I give them the reflection later this week,
they will not have enough information to understand the
questions. Next class I will pose a think-pair-share with a partner
about the current project to determine if reteaching is necessary.

March 17, 2022

7th

Student X struggled to sit still today. I think I need to work on
finding more jobs for them to focus on during instruction. Maybe
if I can have them cleaning the whiteboard, but that may be
distracting to other students as well. Their IEP is coming up in a
few weeks and I can discuss with the case manager how we can
make adjustments until then. For now let's add this as a reminder
to notify Substitutes of their need to move throughout the
classroom but that they know they cannot be a distraction.

April 28, 2022

My students have lost touch with the why after the fourth lesson. I
reiterated the reasoning for this unit again to them, and of the
simple formative assessment results I found that roughly 23% of
the students found the assignment relevant to their interests and
38% recalled what the why was of the unit. I did not calculate but
a majority of students could reiterate the criteria and where to find
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resources which is a positive note. But the assignment is due in a
couple days and I feel that the students have lost interest in the
why or have forgotten it altogether.
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